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The Owl and the Tree - December
2016
In this month's newsletter, Christina and Ann look
back on the past year, and take some quiet time for
reflection and discernment about the future.

Listening by the Hearth

by Christina Baldwin and Ann Linnea
We are home by the hearth at the end of a year that remains almost incomprehensible. Like
many, we still feel that we are trying to stand on ground that is constantly shifting out from
under us. We are living through social earthquakes not registered on the Richter scale, but by
degrees of upheaval we don't know how to measure.
As many clergy have recommended, we are using the month of December to practice "30 days
of discernment:" What shall we do now in the little and big spheres of our lives? The
candles of Advent, Solstice, Hanukkah and Kwanzaa offer opportunities for us to sit quietly in
the long nights and reflect. And in the Southern Hemisphere, the hours of lingering twilight
invite folks to sit on verandas and in gardens and join this pondering. Light and dark, summer
and winter, heat and cold, grieving and activated: we are holding the world together.

On December 11th, we sang with our community choir (The Open Circle Singers - of course we
belong!) offering our Holiday Concert. It was a mixture of fun, harmony, heart-rending poetry
by Judith Adams, poet laureate of South Whidbey, and songs of grief, grace, and going on. We
honored Leonard Cohen with a soulful rendition of "Hallelujah," and our local lost bard, Charlie
Murphy, with his iconic Solstice chant, "Light is returning though this is the darkest hour!"
Proceeds from the concert benefited the South Whidbey Homeless Coalition. The cookies
afterwards were home-baked plates of old favorites and one table of gluten-free, dairy-free
options. How Whidbey. How lovely. How needed.
Living with meaning in uncertain times requires discernment to know what is essential and
precious. Song. Laughter. Weeping. Cookies.
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Revered Vietnamese Buddhist monk, Thich Nhat Hanh teaches, "To wake up: take three
breaths: One breath to let go. One breath to get here. One breath to ask, Now What?" This
December we are practicing "the third breath" of "Now what?"
We are in this together. We stay connected through our technologies, and we stay connected
by turning off those technologies and being with the folks around us. We listen for the way
forward and look for how it comes into the room, joins us, activates us, whispers us forward.
We are home, by the hearth, listening.
2016 was truly the year of passing along The
Circle Way. We are delighted to see our life
work rolling on with strength and vitality.
Many of the resources we developed over the
years have been updated and globalized and
are now housed on www.thecircleway.net.
Click on Resources and you'll find so much
support! We now have The Pocket Guide to
the Circle Way available to support people
hosting these most necessary conversations.
There are 900+ Circle Way practitioners
talking with one another in a private Face Book group (it's a group open to anyone who is
doing this work and willing to abide by basic Circle Way principles and practices). Click here to
link.
We wish to remain citizens of the wider world and are planning to return to Europe in
September 2017. We will join a Fire Gathering of practitioners in Germany to focus on the
growth of collaboration and circle facilitation skills throughout Europe. A similar event will be
planned for North America and invite global travelers this way. To receive news of this,
subscribe on The Circle Way site.
Circle trainings are posted as they develop, and if you are doing one or want to find one,
contact@thecircleway.net is your entry point.
Meanwhile, back on Whidbey Island, we are engaging as "activist grandmothers." Ann has just
returned from the Oceti Sakowin camp at the Standing Rock oil pipeline protest site. Christina
is focused on story as activism and supporting community dialogues. Read and subscribe to
our blogs to track these events and thoughts.
As we set footsteps into next year, we also let he holidays (holy days) enfold us. We go quiet.
We practice gratitude for the journey of our lives this far - so many good people inhabit this
world! We stare at the candle flames and ask for help. We are joined in this, together.
Hallelujah.
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